IP Transit
The Internet is exploding, fueled by content; demanded by ever-expanding online
communities in Asia and Middle East, generated on the other side of the world.

Let your content drive the internet explosion
We reach into these markets from Europe in a single “hop”
offering unparalleled performance. And to add that “local”
touch, we offer local routes so you can reach your target
market even quicker. In the West we are present in IXs in all
major content markets.

Western content providers need a global distribution
partner to deliver their content from source to destination as
quickly, reliably and as cheaply as possible.
With an IP network stretching the length and breadth of the
Emerging Markets Corridor and connectivity to more than a
billion eyeballs, Global Cloud Xchange can take European
and US-produced content, and distribute it directly into
Asia and the Middle East without the need for slow,
expensive upstream hops.

But it’s not just about reach.
We operate some of the fastest transit routes into Asia;
users on our network are not left looking at a frozen screen
or “timed out”. Content is transited quickly, every time. And if
lowest latency really is critical we can host your content right
next to your target eyeballs in one of our state-of-the-art
on-net data centers.

Our network is a fundamental building block upon which
the global Internet is built. At any one time we carry
approximately 1/5th of global Internet traffic.

Reliability? Thanks to our direct control of the cable systems
that make up the Internet, we can transit your content more
reliably than were it over other networks. And since we own a
network with almost limitless capacity, your content need
never be held up by Internet bottlenecks when we’re
transiting it.

We connect directly to 100% Indian eyeballs (almost 400
million and growing… Fast…), more than 50% of whom we
“own”; as well as 40% of eyeballs in SE Asia in booming
Internet communities like Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines,
Vietnam, Malaysia and Singapore. Not to mention China.

If you need your content delivered quickly and reliably
from source in the West to emerging markets in Asia and
the Middle East, you need Global Cloud Xchange.
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IP Transit
Reach the right eyeballs
Transit content to key communities direct from source:
100% eyeballs in India
40% eyeballs in South East Asia
Unique capabilities across Middle East

Get your content through, every time
A vast, meshed IP network built on a directly- owned subsea network with extensive
East-West routing gives you conﬁdence your content will reach its target

Faster content delivery means more content users
Deliver a better experience for your loyal user-base with some of the fastest routes
from Europe & the US into Asia, without the need for additional upstream hops. All
backed by performance guarantee

Take transit time out of the equation
If speed of delivery really matters, host your content in your users’ back yard in one
of our state-of-the-art on-net data centers

No more bottlenecks and “time-outs”
Full network control means users do not suffer Internet bottlenecks. Our
congestion- free IP backbone offers near-zero packet loss and total throughput,
delivering great user satisfaction

Be ready to respond to explosive demand
Usage-based consumption gives you the agility to respond to the elastic Internet
whether from event-driven demand or the latest gaming craze

+ Why Global Cloud Xchange?
The Internet has changed, with emerging markets like India, China and Egypt, as well as key online gaming markets in South
East Asia at the forefront. As the insatiable appetite for content grows relentlessly, a new kind of transite provider has
emerged to move content from source in the West, to new booming eyeball markets in Asia and the Middle East.
Yesterday’s traditional “Tier-1” providers are no longer the dominant force when it comes to delivering content to eyeballs.
Instead, a new group of “tier-1” operators has emerged; operators whose networks bridge directly between key markets.
They can pick up streamed media directly off producers in the US and distribute it in a single hop to more than 1/3 of a billion
eyeballs in India. They deliver online gaming content developed in Scandinavia directly to a SE Asian gaming market forecast
to double in the next 2 years and be worth $2.2bn by 2017*.
GLOBAL CLOUD XCHANGE IS ONE SUCH PROVIDER

globalcloudxchange.com

*Newzoo: Introduction to the Southeast Asian Games Market
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Location

Internet Exchange

Approx PoP to PoP RTD

The RTD ﬁgures are actuals measured by GCX’s looking glass tool through a traceroute test between GCX PoPs.
Performance over IPTx may vary. IPTx is offered on a best-effort basis

Highlights
Reach and Coverage
33 IPTx PoPs across Asia, Middle East, Europe & USA
Presence in leading global IXs (IPv4 & IPv6
interconnects)
Interconnects with 300+ unique ISP and Content
networks at 1,000+ locations
Network extension via layer 1 or layer 2 connection

Interfaces
Ethernet: FE, GigE, 10GigE
TDM / SDH: DS3, STM1,STM4, STM-16, STM-64

Bandwidth
45Mbps up to 10Gbps
5Mbps increments (up to 100Mbps), 10Mbps
increments (100Mbps to 1Gbps)

Routing

Flat-rate (ﬁxed CIR) and Usage-Based Billing (with
sustained burst)

Network Performance
Best in class Round Trip Delay (RTD) on key routes
More routes leading to fewer hops and faster access
Optional co-location services at key data centers
globally

Reliability
East and West traffic routing towards on diverse
cables systems
Better reliability due to geographic diversity

Performance Guarantees
Availability: 99.99% (on-net)
Round Trip Delay:
between GCX PoPs

Route-speciﬁc

guarantees

BGP & Static Routing options

Packet Loss: <0.05% (on-net)

Internet Multicast supported

Provisioning: 20 day standard / 5 day fast-track

Future-Prooﬁng
globalcloudxchange.com

Flexible Commercial Models

Value-Added Services

Future-proofed network capable of underpinning
the Internet of Things

IP address allocation

Full support for IPv6 including native, dual-stack
and tunneling

Protection against DDoS, DOS attacks & SYN ﬂood

BGP ﬁlters
24x7 service management with technical support
Online performance reporting
Online Looking Glass

